The Fortran D compiler uses data decomposition speci cations to automatically translate Fortran programs for execution on MIMD distributed-memory machines. This paper introduces and classi es a number of advanced optimizations needed to achieve acceptable performance; they are analyzed and empirically evaluated for stencil computations. Communication optimizations reduce communication overhead by decreasing the number of messages and hide communication overhead by overlapping the cost of remaining messages with local computation. Parallelism optimizations exploit parallel and pipelined computations, and may need to restructure the computation to increase parallelism. Pro tability formulas are derived for each optimization. Empirical results show that exploiting parallelism for pipelined computations, reductions, and scans is vital. Message vectorization, collective communication, and e cient coarse-grain pipelining also signi cantly a ect performance. Scalability of communication and parallelism optimizations are analyzed. The e ectiveness of communication optimizations is dictated by the ratio of communication to computation in the program. An optimization strategy is developed based on these analyses.
List of Symbols
Parallel computing represents the only plausible way to continue to increase the computational power available to computational scientists and engineers. However, parallel computers are not likely to be widely successful until they are also easy to program. MIMD distributed-memory machines such as the Intel iPSC/860 present the most di cult programming model, since users must write message-passing programs that deal with separate address spaces, communication, and synchronization. Even worse, the resulting parallel programs are extremely machine-speci c. Scientists are thus discouraged from utilizing these machines because they risk losing their investment whenever the program changes or a new architecture arrives.
To solve this problem, we have developed Fortran D, a version of Fortran enhanced with data decomposition speci cations. We consider it to be one of the rst of a new generation of dataplacement programming languages. Its design was inspired by the observation that modern highperformance architectures demand that careful attention be paid to data placement by both the programmer and compiler. As one measure of its relevance, we note that features from Fortran D are being adopted by Cray Research, DEC, IBM, and Thinking Machines for programming their newest generation of parallel machines. Fortran D has also contributed to the development of High Performance Fortran (HPF), a new proposed Fortran standard 24].
Our goal with Fortran D is to provide a simple yet e cient machine-independent parallel programming model by shifting the burden of machine-dependent optimization to the compiler. To evaluate the Fortran D programming model, we are implementing a prototype compiler for MIMD distributed-memory machines. The design and implementation of the prototype compiler are described elsewhere. They include algorithms to partition data and computation 26]; internal representations, program analysis, pipelining and code generation algorithms 27]; interprocedural compilation issues 21]; and integrating partitioning and scalarization optimizations for Fortran 90D 15] .
In order to be successful, the Fortran D compiler must be able to generate highly e cient programs. This paper presents our e orts to develop compiler optimizations and evaluate their impact on performance. Contributions include:
introducing new and existing compiler optimizations in a uni ed framework; evaluating the e ect of optimizations for stencil kernels on the Intel iPSC/860; ranking the importance of optimizations in the following order:
1. exploit parallelism, 2. reduce communication overhead with message vectorization, coarse-grain pipelining, and collective communications, 3. remaining communication optimizations; designing communication and computation models to guide compiler optimizations; evaluating the scalability of compiler optimizations with respect to problem size, number of processors, and type of computation.
We note that our goal is not to invent new compiler optimizations, since most have been discovered by other researchers. Instead, we show how these optimizations may be combined in the framework of the Fortran D compilation system, pointing out some interesting design and implementation details. By rst describing and classifying each optimization, we prepare the reader for the main result of this paper: an empirical and analytical evaluation of compiler optimizations for MIMD distributed-memory machines. The rest of this paper brie y reviews the Fortran D language and compiler before presenting each optimization, followed by empirical and analytical evaluations. It concludes by discussing the scalability of compiler optimizations, the overall optimization strategy, and a comparison with related work.
Fortran D Language and Compiler
The Fortran D language provides users with explicit control over data partitioning using data alignment and distribution speci cations. The decomposition statement speci es an abstract problem or index domain. The align statement speci es ne-grain parallelism, mapping each array element onto one or more elements of the decomposition. This provides the minimal requirement for reducing data movement for the program given an unlimited number of processors. The distribute statement speci es coarse-grain parallelism, grouping decomposition elements and mapping them and aligned array elements to the nite resources of the physical machine. Each dimension of the decomposition is distributed in a block, cyclic, or block-cyclic manner. Irregular and dynamic data decomposition are also supported. The complete language is described in detail elsewhere 16, 46] .
There are two major steps in compiling Fortran D for MIMD distributed-memory machines. The rst step is partitioning the data and computation across processors. The second is introducing communication to maintain the semantics of the program. The Fortran D compiler partitions computation across processors using the owner computes rule|where each processor only computes values of data it owns 11, 42, 50] As the Fortran D compiler is a second generation research project, many of its optimizations have been discussed in the literature. However, previous researchers tend to develop each optimization in isolation, without evaluating their e ectiveness or considering their interaction with other elements of the compiler. We nd that integrating these optimizations is di cult but feasible. In these examples, we assume arrays are distributed block-wise onto a four processor machine, and that the two dimensional arrays in Figure 4 are distributed by columns (i.e., block-wise in the second dimension). Detailed examples of these compiler optimizations are discussed elsewhere 28, 46] .
We note that several compiler optimizations utilize program transformations such as loop interchange, fusion, distribution, alignment, and strip-mining. Their legality is determined in exactly the same manner as for shared-memory parallelizing compilers 1, 32, 35] , since transformations must preserve the meaning of the original program. However, their pro tability criteria are now totally di erent, and are described in greater detail in the remainder of this section. T copy (n), the time to copy a message of size n into & out of the program address space. T transit (n), the transit time for a message of size n between processors.
We assume T start is relatively xed with respect to message size, but that both T copy and T transit grow with n. Using this communication model we can cast latency as T start + T copy (1) + T transit (1) and bandwidth as n=(T copy (n) + T transit (n) ? T transit (1)).
We begin with optimizations to reduce T start , the startup cost incurred to access nonlocal data. For most MIMD distributed-memory machines, the cost to send the rst byte is signi cantly higher than the cost for additional bytes. For instance, the Intel iPSC/860 requires approximately 95 sec to send one byte versus .4 sec for each additional byte 7] . The following optimizations seek to reduce T start by eliminating messages, reducing the total number of messages sent. In the next section we describe optimizations that try to hide T copy and T transit by overlapping communication with computation.
Message Vectorization
Message vectorization is a loop-based optimization fundamental to the Fortran D compilation process 5, 19] . It uses the results of data dependence analysis 1, 35] to extract communication from within loops, combining element messages per loop iteration with one vectorized message preceding the loop. Message vectorization rst calculates commlevel, the level of the deepest loop-carried true dependence or loop enclosing a loop-independent true dependence. This level determines the outermost loop where element messages resulting from the same array reference may be legally combined. Regular section descriptors (RSDs), compact representations of rectangular array sections 23], are built for vectorized nonlocal accesses and stored at the loop at commlevel. They eventually generate messages at loop headers for loop-carried RSDs and in the loop body for loop-independent RSDs.
Message Coalescing
Once nonlocal accesses are vectorized at outer loops, the compiler applies message coalescing to avoid communicating redundant data. It compares RSDs from di erent references to the same array, merging RSDs that contain overlapping or contiguous elements if the RSDs possess the same communication type (e.g., shift, broadcast). If two overlapping RSDs cannot be coalesced without loss of precision, they can be split into smaller sections in a manner that allows the overlapping regions to be merged precisely.
Message Aggregation
Message coalescing ensures that each data value is sent to a processor only once. In comparison, message aggregation ensures that only one message is sent to each processor, possibly at the expense of extra bu ering. After message vectorization and coalescing, the Fortran D compiler locates and aggregates all RSDs representing data being sent to the same processor that have the same communication type. During code generation, these array sections are copied to a single bu er so that they may be sent as one message. The receiving processor then copies the bu ered data back to the appropriate locations.
Though not implemented, message coalescing and aggregation can also be applied across loop nests. RSDs representing nonlocal data to be communicated for a loop nest may be combined with RSDs at previous loop nests at the same level, if the data represented in the RSD has not be rede ned by an intervening write. During dependence analysis, the Fortran D compiler summarizes array de nitions using RSDs. During optimization, the compiler steps backwards through the program for each RSD, seeking targets for message coalescing and aggregation. The search halts if a merge is found, the RSD intersects an RSD representing an intervening de nition, or if no more statements exist at the appropriate loop level.
Collective Communication
Message vectorization, coalescing, and aggregation determine the extent to which communication for nonlocal accesses may be combined into a single message. For stencil computations these are pointto-point interprocessor communication and can be performed quite e ciently by individual calls to send and recv primitives. However, when communication takes place between groups of processors in regular patterns, message overhead can be reduced by utilizing fast collective communication routines instead of generating individual messages 7, 36] . These routines can signi cantly reduce the number of messages required for global communications without a ecting parallelism. For instance, computing the global sum of an array on N processors can be reduced from O(N 2 ) to O(NlogN) messages. Collective communication routines are also very useful for accumulating results of reductions and scans, described in Section 3.3.3.
Run-time Processing
The Fortran D compiler cannot precisely determine at compile-time what communication is required for irregular computations, even though it may be able to apply message vectorization can extract communication out loops. Message coalescing and aggregation cannot be performed at compiletime because the actual array elements accessed are unknown. However, a combination of compiletime analysis and run-time processing can be applied to optimize communication. If no loopcarried true dependences are present, inspectors and executors may be created at compile-time during code generation to combine messages at run-time 33, 39] . The inspector performs the equivalent of message coalescing and aggregation at run-time. The executor then utilizes collective communication specialized for irregular computations. Special all-to-all scatter and gather routines collect all the nonlocal data with a small number of messages.
Relax Owner Computes Rule
The owner computes rule provides the basic strategy of the Fortran D compiler. We may also relax this rule, allowing processors to compute values for data they do not own. For instance, suppose multiple rhs of an assignment statement are owned by a processor that is not the owner of the lhs. Computing the result on the processor owning the rhs and then sending the result to the owner of the lhs could reduce the amount of data communicated. This optimization is a simple application of the \owner stores" rule proposed by Balasundaram 4] . In particular, it may be desirable to partition loops amongst processors so that each loop iteration is executed on a single processor, such as in Kali 33] and Arf 48] , in order to eliminate the need for guards and improve load balance.
Replicate Computation
The Fortran D compiler considers scalar variables to be replicated. All processors thus perform computations involving assignments to scalar variables. This causes redundant computation to be performed, but is pro table if it reduces communication costs. A similar approach may be taken for computations on elements of distributed arrays. It may be more e cient to replicate local computations on multiple processors, rather than incur the expense of communicating the value from the owner of that element.
Hiding Communication Overhead
The previous section discussed techniques to decrease communication costs by reducing T start . This section presents optimizations to hide T transit , the message transit time, by overlapping communication with computation. These optimizations can also hide or eliminate T copy , the message copy time, by using unbu ered messages.
Message Pipelining
Message pipelining inserts a send for each nonlocal reference as soon as it is de ned 42]. The recv is placed immediately before the value is used. Any computation performed between the de nition and use of the value can then help hide T transit . Unfortunately, message pipelining prevents optimizations such as message vectorization, resulting in signi cantly greater total communication cost. It is thus generally undesirable for completely parallel programs, but may be useful for exploiting parallelism for pipelined computations, as shown in the next chapter.
Vector Message Pipelining
We describe a new optimization, vector message pipelining, that hides T transit without increasing total communication cost. After message vectorization, pairs of vectorized send and recv statements have been gathered either inside or outside of loop headers. Vector message pipelining uses data dependence information to move vector send and recv statements towards their de nitions and uses respectively in order to hide T transit .
Vector message pipelining within a single loop iteration may be considered to be macro-instruction scheduling, where macro-instructions consist of vectorized send, recv statements and entire inner loop nests. Since send and recv statements interlock, they must be scheduled apart in order to avoid idle cycles. A simple application of vector message pipelining is to invoke all send statements before recv when a number of messages are sent at the same time. Scheduling send and recv statements across iterations of the outer time-step loop is analogous to macro-software pipelining.
Iteration Reordering
Iteration reordering, also known as index set splitting, transforms a loop into multiple loops, each of which contains some of the iterations of the original loop, subject to dependence constraints. It may be used to hide communication cost by separating loop iterations accessing only local data and placing them between send and recv statements, hiding T transit 33].
Unbu ered Messages
The Fortran D compiler generally uses bu ered messages, such as the csend() and crecv() routines from the Intel NX/2 message-passing library. Invoking a bu ered send causes the calling process to block until the data has been copied out of the program address space into a system bu er. Invoking a bu ered recv causes the calling process to block until the data has been received and copied into the program address space. In comparison, unbu ered messages, such as the isend() and irecv() routines found in the Intel NX/2 library, can eliminate copying the message to/from the system bu er. An unbu ered send returns immediately, sending the message in place. An unbu ered recv posts a message destination, allowing the message to be received directly in the user address space while computation is being performed in parallel. To avoid inadvertent overwrites, an additional system call must be made for each unbu ered message to synchronize the computation.
Vector message pipelining and iteration reordering with bu ered messages can only hide T transit , since the processor must remain idle while copying the data. By using unbu ered messages, the Fortran D compiler also hides or eliminates T copy , the message copy time to/from the system bu er. This improvement is important since copying is a major component of communication overhead for large messages. However, unbu ered messages should be utilized selectively. Message startup time for unbu ered messages is generally higher than for bu ered messages, since the number of system calls is doubled. Unbu ered sends may also require multiple bu ers for noncontiguous data. Note that in our model the only source of savings for a unbu ered send is the time to copy data to the system bu er. After the copy is performed, both bu ered and unbu ered messages can overlap communication and computation.
Exploiting Parallelism 3.3.1 Partitioning Computation
Most scienti c applications are completely parallel in either a synchronous or loosely synchronous manner 17]. In these computations all processors execute SPMD programs in a loose lockstep, alternating between phases of local computation and synchronous global communication. These problems achieve good load balance because all processors are utilized during the computation phase. For instance, Jacobi and Red-black SOR are loosely synchronous computations.
If a computation can be determined by the compiler to belong to this class of parallel programs, partitioning the computation using the owner computes rule yields a fully parallel program. To suc-cessfully exploit parallelism in these basic cases, the compiler must be able to intelligently partition the work at compile-time. The Fortran D compiler achieves this through loop bounds reduction and guard introduction.
Compile-time partitioning of parallel computations is key to any reasonable compilation system, and should not really be considered an optimization. Cross-processor dependences point out sequential components of the computation that cross processor boundaries. These dependences disable parallel execution by forcing processors to remain idle, waiting for their predecessors to nish computing. The following sections describe optimizations that can extract parallelism in the presence of cross-processor dependences.
Private Variables
Statements performing assignments to scalar and replicated array variables present a special challenge for the Fortran D compiler. Naive application of the owner computes rule would cause every processor to execute the assignment on all iterations. However, often the assignment can be partitioned because its value is used only in the current loop iteration. These cases are readily recognized, since the variable being assigned will have been labeled private during dependence analysis.
Reductions and Scans
Some computations with cross-processor dependences may be parallelized directly. Reductions are associative operations that may be applied to a collection of data to return a single result. For instance, a sum reduction would compute and return the sum of all elements of an array. Scans are similar but perform parallel-pre x operations instead. A sum scan would return the sums of all the pre xes of an array. Scans are used to solve a number of computations in scienti c codes, including linear recurrences and tridiagonal systems 14, 34] .
If a reduction or scan accesses data in a manner that sequentializes computation across processors, it may be parallelized by relaxing the owner computes rule and providing methods to combine partial results. Reductions are parallelized by allowing each processor to compute in parallel, later accumulating the partial results. Communication using individual send/recv calls can be used to calculate the global result. Broadcast may be used in place of send for e ciency, and specialized collective communication routines such as global-sum() can reduce communication overhead even further for common reductions. Scans may also be parallelized by reordering operations. Each processor rst computes its local values in parallel, then communicates the partial results to all other processors. The global data is used to update local results. Though extra communication and computation is introduced during parallelization, the additional parallelism yields major performance improvements.
Dynamic Data Decomposition
Other computations contain parallelism, but are partitioned by the owner computes rule in a way that causes sequential execution. In these cases dynamic data decomposition may be used to temporarily change the ownership of data during program execution, exposing parallelism by internalizing cross-processor dependences 5]. For instance, dynamic data decomposition can internalize the computation wavefront in both phases of ADI integration, allowing processors to execute in parallel without communication 33] . However, dynamic data decomposition is only applicable when there are full dimensions of parallelism available in the computation. For instance, it cannot be used to exploit parallelism for SOR or Livermore 23, because the computation wavefront crosses both spatial dimensions. Even when dynamic data decomposition is applicable, it may not be e cient, as shown in Section 5.
Pipelined Computations
A technique known as pipelining can extract partial parallelism from many pipelined computations containing cross-processor dependences. Consider the di erence in program execution between parallel and pipelined computations illustrated in Figure 5 . Solid lines denote computation, and dotted arrows represent communication from sender to recipient. For parallel computations, all processors can execute concurrently, communicating data when necessary. In pipelined computations, a processor cannot begin execution until it receives results computed by its predecessor. However, by sending partial results to their successors earlier, processors may overlap their computations. When used in this fashion, messages both transmit data and serve as data synchronization. The degree of pipeline parallelism depends on how soon each processor is able to begin work after its predecessor starts. The Fortran D compiler can distinguish pipelined computations from fully parTime P 4 P 3 P 2 P 1 P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 Figure 5 Parallel & Pipelined Computations allel computations by discovering cross-processor loops|loops that cause computation wavefronts to sweep across processor boundaries 27].
Fine-grain Pipelining
We present two optimizations to exploit pipeline parallelism. The key observation we make is that the amount of pipeline parallelism is determined by the amount of computation C enclosed by the send and recv primitives inserted around cross-processor loops. Small values for C exploit more parallelism, but also result in more messages, resulting in higher communication overhead. The Fortran D compiler must thus balance pipeline parallelism with communication overhead, choosing the degree of pipelining that results in the most e cient execution.
To apply ne-grain pipelining, the Fortran D compiler interchanges all cross-processor loops as deeply as possible, so that they enclose the least amount of computation. The resulting program execution order generates values needed by other processors as quickly as possible. Because loop-carried true dependences are carried by the cross-processor loop, the standard message vectorization algorithm will place calls to recv and send primitives before and after the cross-processor loop, respectively, during code generation. This produces the maximum parallelism with the nest granularity of pipelining. The resulting program is a major improvement over sequentialized computation, but incurs the most communication overhead since a message is sent for every iteration accessing nonlocal data.
Coarse-grain Pipelining
Coarse-grain pipelining, in comparison, attempts to balance parallelism with communication overhead, using a combination of loop interchange and strip-mining where needed to adjust the granularity of pipelining. A simple heuristic for coarse-grain pipelining is implemented in the prototype Fortran D compiler. It rst applies ne-grain pipelining, then strip-mines the deepest loop enclosing the cross-processor loops. Communication is inserted outside of the newly strip-mined loop. The granularity of pipelining is determined by the strip size, discussed later in Section 5.2.3. Because loop interchange may a ect usage of registers and cache, the Fortran D compiler restores the original innermost loop after strip-mining. More sophisticated approaches would permute inner loops into memory order to exploit data locality for the local computation 31].
Reducing Storage 3.4.1 Partitioning Data
Most optimizations increase the amount of temporary storage required by the program. Storage optimizations seek to reduce storage requirements. Compile-time partitioning of the data so that each processor allocates memory only for array sections owned locally is fundamental. Otherwise the problem size is limited by the amount of data that can be placed on a single processor. We view partitioning data as fundamental for any reasonable compiler; like partitioning computation, it should not be merely viewed as an optimization.
Message Blocking
If insu cient storage is available, bu ers must be used to store nonlocal data. Message blocking may then be applied to reduce the bu er storage needed. A loop carrying communication is strip-mined by a block factor B. Each vectorized message of size n is then divided into n=B messages of size B and sent inside the strip-mined loop. This reduces the bu er space required by a factor of n=B at the expense of additional messages.
Empirical Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the usefulness of each compiler optimization, we applied them where appropriate to a small selection of scienti c program kernels adapted from the Livermore Kernels 37] and nitedi erence algorithms. These kernels, shown in Figure 6 , contain stencil computations and reductions, techniques commonly used by scienti c programmers to solve partial di erential equations (PDEs) 9, 17]. Details of how optimizations were applied are discussed elsewhere 28, 46] . Most optimizations were performed by hand, simulating algorithms we later implemented in the compiler. At this point the prototype Fortran D compiler performs message vectorization, coalescing, aggregation, vector message pipelining, unbu ered messages, reductions, broadcasts, ne-grain pipelining, and coarse-grain pipelining (with a preset granularity). For simplicity, it restricts array sizes and loop bounds to be compile-time constants, and requires array subscripts to of the form i + c or i ? c, where c is a compile-time constant and i is a loop index variable. Table 1 shows the optimized versions of each program. Nc is a parallel version of the program with all communication removed. It is meant to provide a baseline for measuring communication overhead. We also use nc P to estimate the sequential execution time, since most problem sizes are too large for a single processor. Parallel speedup is then simply nc P time . The experiments Parallel Kernels Figure 6 Stencil Kernels Employed To Evaluate Optimizations were performed on a 32 node Intel iPSC/860 with 8 Meg of memory per node. Each program was compiled under -O4 using Release 2.0 of if77, the iPSC/860 compiler. All arrays are double precision and distributed block-wise in one dimension. Timings were taken using dclock() for one iteration of l, the time step loop. Results presented are both tabulated and plotted graphically. In Tables 2, 3 , and 4, results are presented in milliseconds for several machine and problem sizes. P indicates the number of processors. N describes the total problem size and its dimensionality; N=P yields the problem size on an individual processor. In addition to the timings, each table contains ratios of execution times for some selected optimizations, illustrating their relative usefulness. Figure 7 presents the same timings graphically. In the gure, program execution times in seconds are plotted logarithmically along the Y-axis. Optimizations are plotted along the X-axis, ranging from sequential execution (no optimization) to ideal parallel execution (no communication). Dotted, dashed, and solid lines represent execution times for 8, 16, and 32 processors, respectively. Lines are marked with , , ? and other symbols to represent the problem size. 
Optimizations for Communication Overhead
We begin by measuring the e ect of optimizations to reduce and hide communication overhead. We found that the nature of the computation and data partition signi cantly a ects the utility of each optimization. For instance, we omitted execution times for Livermore 7, a 1D stencil computation, since data movement is limited and optimizations have little e ect for reasonable problem sizes. The three kernels for which we present results are 2D stencil computations with 1D data distributions. Enough communication is required to make optimizations signi cant. Table 2 presents the performance of communication optimizations for parallel stencil kernels. For parallel computations, message vectorization is clearly the most important optimization. The numbers computed for mp mv (2.1{8.9) demonstrate that message vectorization signi cantly improves execution compared to sending element messages. Message aggregation provides a small xed gain. Vector message pipelining and iteration reordering help, but are most e ective when used in tandem with unbu ered messages. Unbu ered messages alone are insu cient, since the original program may not provide enough computation to hide all copying costs. Optimizations to hide communication lose e ectiveness for small problem sizes, since insu cient computation exists to hide all message copy and transit overhead. Optimizations should not be applied in all cases. For instance, iteration reordering actually degraded performance for Livermore 18.
To evaluate the pro tability of optimizations beyond message vectorization, we compute mv best , where best is de ned as the best time among all optimizations. The results show that other op-timizations can improve somewhat on message vectorization (1.1{2.6), but the di erences are less dramatic and drop quickly with increasing problem size. From best nc we see that optimizations can reduce communication overhead to a small percentage of total computation cost as problem size increases (5.3 to 1.01). This translates into close to linear speedup for larger problem sizes, as shown by the speedup values calculated for nc P best . These timings lead us to conclude that for parallel computations, communication optimizations can signi cantly reduce communication overhead, depending on the amount and nature of computation performed by each processor. The number of processors appears to have little e ect, except indirectly by changing the amount of computation per processor. For larger problem sizes, message vectorization seems to yield most of the available improvement. Table 3 illustrates the performance of optimizations for parallelizing reductions and scans. In seq, the computation is sequentialized by requiring each processor to wait for the partial result from the previous processor before performing the local computation. In sr, br, and cc the partial results are computed in parallel by each processor, then accumulated using individual send/receives, broadcast/receives, or collective communication, respectively.
Optimizations for Reductions and Scans
The largest improvements (4{22) were measured for seq sr , making discovering and extracting parallelism the most important optimization for reduction and scan operations. As expected, the bene t of exploiting parallelism increases with both the problem size and number of processors. Timings show that broadcasts can accumulate partial results quicker than sending individual messages, and specialized collective communication is even more e cient.
The 
Optimizations for Pipelined Computations
Timings for pipelined computations are tabulated in Table 4 . In all three kernels, the original loop structure and data distribution is such that message pipelining (mp) yields parallelism only for the last outer loop iteration, and message vectorization (mv) sequentializes the computation. Loop interchange is needed in order to enable ne-grain pipelining (fgp) in these kernels. We present measurements for these worst-case examples of mv and mp to illustrate potential pitfalls if the compiler cannot reorder computation through loop interchange. Results for unbu ered messages are not displayed. They degraded the performance of both ne and coarse-grain pipelining since message sizes are too small to compensate for increased startup costs. The values for mv fgp (2.7{14) show that it is essential to exploit parallelism for pipelined computations, particularly as the number of processors increases. The best overall timings, best, were achieved using coarse-grain pipelining. A block size of eight resulted in the best times for Livermore 23; a block size of twelve proved best for SOR and ADI integration. Results for fgp best (1.3{3.7) show that coarse-grain pipelining can signi cantly improve performance when compared to negrain pipelining. Values for nc P best indicate coarse-grain pipelining can achieve respectable speedup for pipelined computations.
The performance of dynamic data decomposition displays almost linear speedup with respect to the number of processors (speedup of 1.7{1.9 going from 16 to 32 processors), at least for the problem sizes tested. However, applying dynamic data decomposition to redistribute arrays in ADI proved to be undesirable and required signi cantly more time than pipelining, especially as problem size increases. Dynamic data decomposition should prove to be a pro table optimization on machines employing larger numbers of processors, but more experimentation is needed.
Ranking Optimizations
We can summarize our empirical evaluation by ranking the e ectiveness of compiler optimizations in the following order: 
Analysis of Optimizations
This section presents analysis and decision algorithms to evaluate the cost and e ectiveness of the communication and parallelism optimizations presented in the previous sections. They may be used by the Fortran D to determine when an optimization may be pro tably applied. The success of these decision algorithms depends on how accurately we can estimate the cost of di erent computation and communication operations for the underlying machine.
Communication Optimizations
We begin by analyzing the e ects of communication optimizations on communication overhead. Table 5 provides the cost of sending one message with n elements for each optimization (the cost for message aggregation (ma) represents m messages). These formulas for communication overhead are presented using T start , T copy , T transit and some new terms. T buf (n) describes the cost of bu ering n noncontiguous data elements for message vectorization (mv). It is placed in square brackets ] because it is only incurred if data is noncontiguous. T buf may also be be ignored if the underlying architecture can e ciently communicate noncontiguous data. We assume it is not needed for optimizations that include message vectorization. Pos() is a function that returns the value of its argument if it is positive, zero otherwise. T comp represents the amount of computation between a pair of calls to send and recv that may be used to hide communication cost. T 0 comp includes the computation available after applying iteration reordering. T comp describes the increase in computation time caused by iteration reordering. T 0 start is the startup cost of using unbu ered messages.
The Fortran D compiler always applies message coalescing, vector message pipelining, and collective communication where applicable, since these optimizations improve performance in all cases. In the following sections, we describe pro tability criteria for other communication optimizations. These criteria are derived directly from Table 5 , but are simpli ed where possible. These formulas can also be used to calculate the expected savings of each optimization. For simplicity we regard copy time as linear, treating T copy (n) and nT copy (1) as equal quantities. (1) 
The compiler thus needs to compare the reduction in startup time against the transit time and cost of bu ering noncontiguous data. When startup costs are high, as on the iPSC/860, message vectorization will signi cantly outperform message pipelining for large values of n.
Message aggregation
To send m messages of size n, message aggregation is pro table over message vectorization when:
If the transit time for m messages of size n is similar to that for one message of size mn, the primary overhead of message aggregation is the cost of copying all messages to a single bu er. If the individual messages are not contiguous, then message aggregation is always pro table since message vectorization performs bu ering in any case. Otherwise it is pro table only if the reduction in startup time is greater than the extra bu ering cost.
Unbu ered messages
Using unbu ered messages eliminates T copy by eliminating copying on the sending and receiving processors. However, the resulting program incurs a higher startup cost T 0 start . It is pro table to use unbu ered messages with vector message pipelining when:
The compiler will use unbu ered messages if su cient local computation exists to hide copy cost, and the copy cost is greater than the increased startup cost. Since the savings in copy time increases with n, unbu ered messages become more useful as message size increases.
Iteration reordering
Iteration reordering makes additional local computation available, but may also a ect code size, data reuse, and conventional scalar optimizations, increasing the total computation time. For instance, empirical results show that iteration reordering does not a ect computation costs for Jacobi and Red-Black SOR, but slightly degrades performance for Livermore 18, a kernel that contains signi cant amounts of computation and data reuse. With bu ered messages, iteration reordering can pro tably enhance vector message pipelining when the following conditions hold:
Iteration reordering should thus be applied if the message transit time is not completely hidden by vector message pipelining, and iteration reordering can extract su cient local computation to hide the remaining transit time. In addition, the savings in transit time must be greater than the increased computation time. Iteration reordering using unbu ered messages is pro table when:
The criteria are similar to that of bu ered messages, except that both copy and transit times are considered.
The usefulness of iteration reordering hinges on the value of T comp , which is quite di cult to predict. Our strategy is to simply estimate T comp as some small xed percentage of the total computation time. It can then be compared against the message copy and transit times to determine whether iteration reordering is worthwhile.
Parallelism Optimizations
In this section we analyze optimizations to exploit parallelism. It is essential that computation be partitioned, even for private variables. Reductions and scans should always be identi ed and parallelized, using collective communication to accumulate results. Dynamic data decomposition may extract parallelism, but usually with high cost. We show analytically that exploiting pipeline parallelism through either ne-grain or coarse-grain pipelining is both e ective and scalable.
Dynamic Data Decomposition
The previous sections show how parallel computation time can be estimated for pipelined computations. The compiler needs to compare it with the estimated cost for dynamic data decomposition (based on training sets) to determine whether it is more pro table than applying pipelining. Dynamic data decomposition is more likely to be pro table for small problems, because communication to redistribute data becomes less e cient as problem size increases. In comparison, the e ciency of pipelining improves with larger problem sizes. On the other hand, dynamic data decomposition becomes more e ective as the number of processors increases, because it may be performed concurrently 15]. It may also eliminate communication in other phases of the computation not part of the pipelined computation. As a result, determining when dynamic data decomposition should be performed remains an open research area.
Fine-grain Pipelining
Consider the simple examples presented in Figure 8 . We de ne n as the number of elements along one dimension, p as the number of processors, and C as the communication overhead for each message. We normalize all costs by the cost required to compute one element, so the sequential computation time is equal to the number of data elements.
For simplicity we restrict our analysis to cases where we can interchange cross-processor loops to the innermost position, allowing program execution to rst proceed along the distributed dimensions. This enables both ne-grain and coarse-grain pipelining. Fortunately, most if not all pipelined computations meet this requirement. For instance, loop interchange of cross-processor loops is legal for both SOR and ADI integration.
Using these assumptions, we can now calculate the time required to compute an n n data array distributed block-wise in one dimension. Each processor begins execution exactly n p +C units later than its predecessor, where n p is the time for its predecessor to compute one column and C is The time it takes each processor to nish its computation is n 2 p , the total computation time, plus nC, the time spent to send and receive n messages. The total parallel execution time is (p ? 1)( n p + C), the delay before the last processor begins, plus n 2 p + nC, the time required by the processor to nish computing.
Similar calculations for the n 2n, 2n n, and n n n example arrays result in the formulas shown in Figure 8 . Examining the expressions, we see that the dominating term in the parallel execution time is simply (sequential time)/p. Pipeline parallelism under these conditions thus approaches perfect speedup for large problem sizes.
Coarse-grain Pipelining
The same model may also be used to calculate an e cient bu ered factor for coarse-grain pipelining. Assume we strip-mine and interchange the outer loop in the pipelined computation of an n n array by a constant block factor B. The delay between processors increases to nB p + C, since B columns each costing n p are computed before sending a message. However, the total communication overhead for one processor drops from nC to nC B . The total parallel execution time is thus n 2 p + nC B + (p ?
1)( nB p + C). The times for other examples are shown in Figure 8 .
As we can see, the asymptotic speedup is unchanged by B, but the total communication overhead can be signi cantly decreased at the expense of some parallelism. To determine the minimal cost while holding n and p constant, we di erentiate the expression for parallel execution time with respect to B and set the result to zero. This yields the following equation and solution for B: Since C has been normalized by the computation required to calculate one array element, it is actually the ratio of communication to computation cost. As expected, the results show that larger block sizes are preferred when the ratio of communication to computation cost is high; smaller blocks are desirable when communication cost is relatively low. More importantly, these formulas allow the compiler to calculate e cient block sizes and estimated execution times for pipelined computations.
Our analysis for pipelined computations is somewhat imprecise since it assumes that communication cost is xed as the message size increases. Fortunately this is relatively true for the small block sizes that are selected. More accurate analytical models can be developed, but may be hindered by unpredictable system discontinuities. For instance, communication cost increases abruptly past 100 bytes on the iPSC/860 7]. The Fortran D compiler will employ a exible and precise approach using training sets to estimate communication and computation costs 6, 25, 30] . Accurate static estimates of communication and computation are also needed by the compiler to calculate block sizes for coarse-grain pipelining.
Scalability
The scalability of an optimization describes whether its e ectiveness increases, decreases, or remains constant in proportion to some characteristic. In this section we use scalability to summarize our insights concerning the usefulness of communication and parallelism optimizations. Our conclusions are derived from the empirical and analytical results presented in the previous sections. In the following discussion we de ne N comm to be the number of elements communicated by each processor and N total to be the total number of elements. For convenience, we also use N local to describe the number of elements on each processor. It is simply N total =P, where P is the number of processors. 
Communication overhead
The rst half of Figure 9 shows the scalability of optimizations in eliminating communication overhead. The e ectiveness of message vectorization (mv) is displayed as improvement over message pipelining. Collective communication (cc) and broadcast/receive (br) are shown as gains over send/receive (sr). The e ectiveness of other optimizations are displayed as improvement compared with message vectorization. All improvements are shown as percentages.
We rst consider how communication optimizations scale with respect to N comm , the amount of data communicated by each processor. When we increase N comm for a xed number of processors, message vectorization (mv) improves most rapidly because it eliminates entire messages. Other optimizations (vmp; ir; : : :) improve less quickly since they only a ect message transit and copy times. The e ectiveness of collective communication (cc) and broadcast/receive (br) remains unchanged at a level determined by the number of processors. The percentage improvement for message aggregation (ma) decreases because its usefulness is set by the number of arrays communicated to the same processor.
In comparison, when N comm is xed, most communication optimizations (mv, vmp, : : :) are not enhanced by increasing the number of processors. Only collective communication (cc) and broadcast (br) improve in their ability to eliminate communication cost as P grows.
Program execution
The second half of Figure 9 displays the scalability of optimizations in reducing total execution time. We assume that computation cost is proportional to N total . Optimizations to exploit parallelism (sr; fgp; cgp) are expressed as improvements relative to the sequential execution time. For a xed number of processors P, they increase in e ectiveness as N total grows, reaching a plateau at the number of processors. In comparison, communication optimizations (mv, cc, : : :) shrink in relative usefulness because N comm grows slowly compared to N total for stencil computations.
The situation is more complex when a problem with xed size is parallelized using an increasing number of processors. Initially the amount of communication is small relative to the local problem size (N comm N local ) so parallelism optimizations achieve excellent speedup, increasing linearly with P. At this stage communication optimizations only attain modest improvements, though collective communication and broadcast/receive improve more quickly.
As we show in the next section, eventually the problem is divided among enough processors that N comm becomes a large percentage of N local . When this point is reached, communication overhead begins to have a signi cant impact on execution time. Growth in the e ectiveness of parallelism optimizations slows because of communication costs, while communication optimizations quickly increase in importance. How soon this point is reached depends on the communication overhead relative to computation costs.
Communication vs. computation
We have seen that parallelism optimizations are critical for improving overall program execution time, regardless of the problem or machine size. In comparison, the e ectiveness of communication optimizations is dependent on N comm , the amount of data that must be communicated. Understanding the relationship between N comm , N total , and N local is thus crucial to determining the impact of communication optimizations.
Simple geometric analysis shows that the growth of N comm relative to N total varies for di erent data distributions. For instance, when a 2D array with n elements is distributed 1D block-wise across p processors, each processor owns a p n p n p section of the array. Assuming a stencil computation that only accesses boundary elements, a processor needs to send p n array elements to each neighboring processor, communicating 2 p n elements. Similar analyses for other examples result in the formulas for calculating N comm displayed in Table 6 . Table 6 also presents relative values of N comm for three di erent problem sizes on a machine with eight processors. Though it varies depending on the problem and machine dimensionality, N comm always grows less rapidly than N local . This implies that communication optimizations become less important as problem size grows. For large problems, message vectorization and collective communication are likely to yield most of the available bene ts.
On the other hand, consider the situation when we attempt to speed up a problem of size N total by increasing the number of processors. Similar analysis makes it clear that N comm becomes an 
Optimization Algorithm
The overall Fortran D compiler optimization algorithm is shown in Figure 10 . It is intended only to provide a rough outline of how optimizations are organized. The compiler will decide at each point which optimizations are actually worth performing. Few optimizations have been evaluated either analytically or through empirical measurements to determine their e ectiveness. Rogers & Pingali performed experiments on the Intel iPSC/2 that showed message pipelining is needed to extract parallelism from a cyclically distributed Gauss-Seidel computation 42]. Strip-mining the computation by hand to increase the granularity of pipelining also improved performance. However, the Id Nouveau compiler does not distinguish between parallel and pipelined computations. It is thus unable to determine when message pipelining is needed to exploit pipeline parallelism. The Fortran D compiler, in comparison, can automatically recognize and optimize pipelined computations in a more sophisticated manner, including modifying the program execution order.
The CM Fortran compiler extracts communications from array operations and handles reductions expressed as array intrinsics. Bromley et al. develop optimization techniques for CM-2 stencils that avoid unnecessary intra-processor data motion, insert communication only for nonlocal data, and improve register usage, resulting in signi cant improvements in execution speed 9]. Except for optimizations to improve register reuse, these techniques appear to be subsumed by standard Fortran D optimizations.
Burns et al. developed techniques for guiding the use of unbu ered messages on the Alliant CAM-PUS/800 using data dependence information 10]. They show that unbu ered messages improve overall performance for a collection of hand-parallelized scienti c programs. Olander & Schnabel show that Dino programs can be signi cantly improved through iteration reordering and pipelining 41]. Their studies validate the e ectiveness of selected compiler optimizations for complete programs. R uhl performed studies on a variety of parallel architectures, demonstrating excellent speedups for the Oxygen compiler 45].
The optimizations described in this paper have been targeted towards regular computation on dense matrices. The same principles apply, but in a di erent form, for irregular or adaptive computations on sparse matrices. Compilers such as Arf 48] and Kali 33] support irregular computations by creating inspectors and executors for each loop nest to detect and combine messages for nonlocal accesses at run-time 39]. This approach may be viewed as a sophisticated version of message vectorization, coalescing, and aggregation.
Finally, two groups have analyzed the scalability of optimizations to exploit pipeline parallelism. Naik explores parallelization and optimization of pipelined computations in the context of CFD applications 40]. Results show that in addition to increases in problem size and processor speed, improvements in algorithms and data partitioning are also necessary to yield scalable parallelism.
Yeung & Agarwal examine the scalability of ne and coarse-grain pipelining for pipelined computations in the context of the forward and backward substitution stages of a preconditioned conjugate gradient solver 49]. They nd that coarse-grain pipelining is not scalable if the granularity of pipelining is proportional to the problem size divided by the number of processors. In comparison, we nd that coarse-grain pipelining is highly scalable when the granularity of pipelining is selected according to the analytical models presented in this paper.
Conclusions
In this paper we described and categorized a large number of compiler optimizations for MIMD distributed-memory machines. For the kernels tested, we found that extracting parallelism from reductions, scans, and pipelined computations is vital. Message vectorization, coarse-grain pipelining, and collective communication also signi cantly a ect performance by eliminating large numbers of messages. The remaining optimizations yield less dramatic results, but are still important when the proportion of nonlocal to local data is high. This is the case when attempting to speed up a problem with xed size. Pro tability formulas may be used to intelligently choose between optimization options, but rely on accurate measurements of machine parameters through the use of training sets.
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